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	 The Japanese Reiki Clinic, through José Neves, Jikiden Reiki Shihan, has the honour to 
present the transcription and translation of  the brilliant and enlightening Masaki Nishina’s 
Conference, Jikiden Reiki Dai-Shihan. The Conference was first given in the framework of  the 
Second Jikiden Reiki World Congress, in Kyoto, Japan, in 01/10/2016. 
	 The Conference is a general synthesis of  Masaki Nishina's book "Reiki and Japan,” 
published in 2017. It is a Book that is recommended by the Japanese Reiki Clinic to all Jikiden 
Reiki practitioners and to all those interested in the History of  Japan and true History of  Reiki. 
It clarifies with extraordinary clinical shrewdness the differences between Original Japanese 
Reiki and Western and westernised Reiki derivations and lineages. 
	 This Conference sharpens the instruments and curiosity of  those who do not know 
Masaki Nishina as author and rises to the sky Jikiden Reiki as the essence of  Reiki and of  the 
Japanese Culture itself.



[Ipsis Verbis Transcription by José Neves, Jikiden Reiki Shihan] 
“[beginning of  transcription] (…) 

	 My name is Masaki Nishina. I thank all of  you coming from all over the world for 
this great Congress. And I also thank Jikiden staff  for making this great event possible. 
	 I am very glad that so many people now practice the original Japanese Reiki that was 
practiced by Hayashi Sensei before the war. 
	 In Jikiden Reiki I work as a Dai-Shihan. I also teach Western [Style] Reiki too. So I 
also know a good part of  western reiki too. 
	 Today the title of  my talk is “The Essence of  Reiki and Japanese Culture”. 

	 You have learnt the origin of  Japanese Reiki. But Jikiden curriculum doesn’t teach 
you the origin of  Japanese Culture. This is very unfortunate because Reiki is deeply rooted 
in traditional Japanese Culture. 
	 So I wouldn’t hesitate to say that until you have learnt original Japanese 
culture you would never fully understand Reiki. 

(Please be aware that this is not jikiden teaching nor a part of  the curriculum) 
[As seen on the data-show] 

	 However I assure you learning Japanese Culture boosts you in higher 
level Jikiden [Reiki] practicing. 
	 So why was Reiki born in Japan and not in any other countries? 
	 What was the inevitability of  Reiki being born in Japan and not in other countries? 

	 Today I will show how Reiki is related to traditional Japanese culture (such as Shinto, 
Japanese Language, Kyudo, Sushi, Sado). All these, and Reiki, share the common cultural 
background. By understanding such a background hopefully you will understand why reiki 
was born in Japan. 

	 So in Japanese Culture we have “awe before Nature” and “happily accept 
Nature as it is”. We have “firm connection to the source” and “positive 
awareness of  life and human”. 
	 We tend to “let something happen” with “least intention”. 

	 These characteristics all apply to Reiki 
	 Western Culture is generally opposite to these. 

	 So Japanese Culture is the culture of  “leaving it [to be]” and of  
“utilising the connection to the source”. 
	 In Western Culture one tends to think that “nothing will happen unless 
they decidedly do so”. 
	 One [in western cultures] feels difficulty imagining that everyone is capable of  
generating such energy and to heal people. 

([for western culture] More tools and more techniques mean advanced) 
[As seen on the data-show] 



	 In this sense that [westerners] have a contrasting mindset to the truths 
of  Reiki. 

Conclusion 
1. 	 I say Reiki could not be born out of  western cultures because intention 

and consciousness play a large part. 
2. People (westerners) intentionally try to make something happen. 
3. Reiki could not have been recognised if  you struggle to do something 

intentionally. 
4. Japanese are very good at going with the flow and leaving something to it. 

This is why Reiki originated in Japan. 
Reiki is the very embodiment of  Japanese Culture. 

	 However… After the war [reference to Second World War] and occupation 
[occupation of  Japan by the United States of  America after the War] we were forced to 
abandone many Japanese virtues and traditional ways of  thinking. Reiki was one of  them. 
	 Sadly these days enormous numbers of  Japanese have been very westernised even 
without knowing what they have lost. 

(Many Japanese people forgot, lost, and don’t recognise true Japanese virtues.) 
[As seen on the data-show] 

(Picture of  the Movie “The Last Samurai”) 
[As seen on the data-show] 

	 Last Samurai (laughs) 
	 At the same time many westerners like you became interested in Japans’ culture so 
some of  them know Japanese Culture much better than typical Japanese. 
	 So you can be Messiah for Japan! 

	 I think more Reiki flows smoothly when you understand the cultural 
background I just talked about. 

	 I hope you love Reiki more by learning Japanese culture. 
	 I hope this talk was very stimulating to you. 
	 Thank you very much! 
	 Danke schoen! 
	 Muchas gracias! 
	 Obrigado! 
	 (Arigato gozai mashita!) 
	 (…)[end of  transcription]”


